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classic maya religion beliefs and
practices of an ancient american people
stephen D houston

though difficult to decipher maya religion permeated a complex ancient world
with an overriding sense of the sacral nature of all things and reveals much
about how those people lived and why they vanished

in the last five years dramatic advances in deciphering ancient maya
writing have unveiled the classic maya as above all a people of faith the
maya gloried in their closeness to the supernatural they worshiped many
gods built temples to house images of supernatural beings developed
complex theologies of spirit and matter and envisioned a world permeated
by living essences now many of these beliefs and practices lie open to our
gaze decipherment of maya hieroglyphic writing allows us to begin to
understand the classic maya concept of the nature of human existence
their system of morality and their religious practice and how such practices melded
meldee with political or dynastic concerns
not all of the mayan beliefs are easily understood completely documented or from our viewpoint morally defensible however they do
testify to a peoples quest for the divine in a small but crucial corner of pre
columbian civilization
the classic maya an ancient american people flourished from about
AD 250 to 850 the study of their beliefs and practices represents a natural
point of interest for those of us who participate in lives that are intensely
and vividly involved in matters of faith and practice agency and world
view we anchor our lives in the proposition that the secular and the spiritual are not so very distant from each other we believe that faith and moral
conscience should not be restricted to moments of collective worship or
other formal observances rather they should enrich all activities regardornature
less ofnature
oaits
of nature or setting the quest for the divine the anticipation ofits
of its life
giving light these lie at the heart ofwhat
of what it is to be human
this intimate communion of spiritual and secular lives is not an unusual state such a religious life was the common condition of humanity
before the modern period our new understanding of the writings of the
premodern maya of central america and mexico reveals them as people
who lived this religious life and their history is instructive for many
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reasons it illustrates how scholars reconstruct something so fleeting and
insubstantial as ancient belief it serves as a reproach to those who would
compartmentalize or trivialize the influence of sacred propositions and it
stands as a moving testament to the human spirit and its need for answers
to difficult questions why are we here what is expected of us why is the
world as it is
we have just begun to unravel the answers to these questions as the
maya understood them by sheer luck I1 was a graduate student at yale
the ground zero of decipherment in the late 1970s and early ipsas
ipsos
198os when
maya hieroglyphic writing began to unveil its secrets fig i plate 1i the
ride these last few years has been an intellectual roller coaster breathtaking frustrating taxing in ways 1I could scarcely have imagined at times
1I have felt capable and bright at others despondently inadequate before the
challenge of decipherment yet the breakthroughs are so new that much of
what 1I have to tell you could not have been said even five years ago 2

the maya ancient and modern
native american peoples numbering into the
the maya are a group of ofnative
millions living today throughout southern mexico and northern central
america most citizens of guatemala belize and the mexican states of
Cam
peche quintana roo and tabasco probably have some maya
chiapas campeche
campiche
blood if all those who are genetically related are counted the maya exist
in even larger numbers some estimates place their tally as high as five
million 3 at the end of this century the maya continue to speak close to
thirty languages some with only a few remaining elderly speakers who
await the extinction of their language with utter certainty 4 see map we
know of many more dialects that died out long ago these languages
descend from an ancient tongue known as common mayan which was
probably spoken many centuries if not millennia before the time of
linguistics at BYU and 1I have collabchrist john robertson professor of offinguistics
orated closely in attempting to understand the relation of modern maya
speech to ancient writing 5
maya culture remains robust if forever shifting as it did in the past
culturally there are no unchanging people anywhere at any time the
unchanging society is a myth we occasionally hear with respect to nonwestern or preindustrial societies6
societies6 for the maya some of the changes
arise from the legacy of terrible violence both colonial and modern that
has scourger
sco
scourged
urged them especially during the last twenty years the wounds
from such conflicts from the destruction of families owyoung
of young and old will
ofyoung
heal completely only with the death of memory 7
the classic maya were the ancestors of some modern maya the classic maya civilization flourished in the so called lowlands of the yucatan
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ki28
fig 1i roll out of late classic vessel photograph justin kerr file no k1728
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Usu macinta river near the maya ruins of piedras negras
degras guatemala
the usumacinta
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peninsula which is in fact an area of highly diverse geography and climate
fig 2 tourists visiting the luxurious resorts of
zumel or
ofcancun
canc6n and Co
cozumel
cancin
the island paradises off the coast of belize sun themselves just miles from
buried cities some of which have never been visited by archaeological
expeditions the maids cleaning rooms and serving drinks speak yucatec
maya their ancestors beyond recall built those ruined cities
scholars of the classic period are often accused of overstatement and
emotional excess when they discuss this people I1 confess to this weakness
and will freely indulge it maya cities are immense staggering confections
convections
confect ions
of buildings atop buildings fig 3 also they were metaphorically speaking great machines for religious living where tropical birds flit today
populations in the tens of thousands occupied palaces small hovels middling buildings in high temples the classic maya worshiped gods and
burned incense to ancestors plates 2 4 they raided grew crops aplenty
held court formed large scale alliances and raised families whose outlines
and organization yet remain unclear they lived earthy real lives but lived
world view brigham young university and its
them within a sacred worldview
research institute the new world archaeological foundation have been
international leaders in understanding these ancient and modern lives 8
ofaccessing ancient thought
the problem of accessing
the powerful appeal of the ancient maya is not only in their practical

achievements however they were also deep thinkers capable of expressing ideas on large stone monuments known as stelae as well as on panels
altars portable objects sculpted facades ballcourt
ball court markers anything that
bellcourt
could display a hieroglyph or an image for many the appeal of the classic
maya lies precisely in the possibility of engaging ancient minds it is our
task and joy to learn how to read the messages they left
this task is not however a trivial challenge in the first place there
exists the overriding difficulty of deciphering a hieroglyphic text we can
read a good deal of these inscriptions written during some centuries espeyears ago specialists discovered that
cially around AD 700 800 about forty
fortyyears
the glyphis
glyphs recorded the history of kings queens and nobles 9 names such
as pakal the great plate 5 or jaguar paw have expanded the history of pre
columbian america and peppered it with celebrated personages the
recent decipherment of grammatical clues has led john robertson and me
in collaboration with david stuart at harvard to propose that maya writing contains a kind of archaic prestige or liturgical language 10 A suitable
analogy might be medieval latin spoken by priests scholars and nobility
which was not closely linked to the language of peasants in the fields
yet a decipherment of ofhieroglyphic
hieroglyphic writing takes us only so far remember that we are in a profound sense eavesdropping on ancient conversations
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emphatically we are
not the intended audience this means that even the most transparent
hieroglyphic text readable in every one of its elements is fundamentally impenetrable in other
ways we do not have the beliefs or experiences to give broader meaning to
those statements consider some ancient roman or early medieval texts
that are relatively difficult to interpret we might be able to read latin but
so much else is missing of what it was like to have been born and to have
lived in these cultures
ers and epigraphers
archaeologists iconographers
epig raphers the latter two specialiconograph
izing in the interpretation of art and writing respectively bridge past and
present worlds in a number of ways some approaches are naive and un
reflective others self conscious and burdened with the intellectual agonies
of epistemology of understanding how we know what we know one
general strategy serves the scholar well hermeneutics or the discovery of
meaning through interpretation hermeneutics is not itself free of variety
or eclecticism nor does it guarantee certainty of result it can be romantic
involving a near mystical empathy with past thought or it can derive from
gademer
Ga
the hermeneutic circle of hansgeorg
damer for whom meaning dehans georg gadamer
rives from the interplay of ancient or foreign ideas and the concepts held
openly or unconsciously by the interpreter hence the circle and its to
and fro motion 11
both approaches affirm that we can understand the past they reserve
a place and role for evidence and for its patient marshaling in favor of particular arguments but we are not sponges that merely absorb ancient
gademer believes it is a philosophical impossibility
imperishable thoughts gadamer
ever to fully restore the past rather ancient realities must be engaged
through our very beings from the vantage point ofwho
of who we are and ofsow
ofhow
of how
we experience the world
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for this reason we will indeed must put a little of ourselves into reconstructing the grooves and pathways of classic maya thought it is unavoidable that the very terms we use such as religion reflect our own
mindsets
mind sets since we can describe foreign realities only with our own language for the maya 1I suspect religion as we use the word fails to capture
the centrality of belief and practice in the conduct of classic society for
them religion was not a matter apart from everyday life but rather one that
undergirded it enveloped it and provided an idiom for
undergirder
explained it undergirded
appropriate behavior As john monaghan points out we in our time compartmentalize
partmentalize ritual as a formalized sacred act but what does one make of
a society in which planting corn or building a house is as much a ritual as
dead12 terms we take for granted become downright misthe burial of the dead
gademer
leading if we follow gadamer
Ga damer precision of interpretation the reduction
of intellectual distance between past and present will come about only
with greater attention to our own premises as eavesdroppers 13
the permeation of society with sacred and supernatural propositions
the interweaving of the divine with the mundane compels us to reflect on
another common view of religion regrettably one that dominates much
archaeological discussion the view that elites royalty nobles the privileged in general usually engineer faith and practice so as to confuse exploit and terrorize dim witted gullible peasants state religions of this sort
involve elites who invest priesthood in their own sons and relatives perhaps even appropriating commonly held concepts but adapting them for
political objectives 14 their goal is to make social differences seem natural
and preordained
pre ordained
there are two varieties of this view one deeply cynical the other more
subtle the openly cynical argument 1I call it the school of suspicion
equates maya religious practices with propaganda a deliberate attempt to
sway people by manipulating information 15 all elite statements on stelae
and other sculpted monuments can be reduced to madison avenue camim postures that sell not jeans but reasons for inequality and
paigns or impostures
subordination while royalty rubs its hands over ill gotten bounty
the more subtle view holds that religion attends to elite needs but in
unconscious or incremental ways such a process gradually comes to pass
because of strong forces operating on it 16 nonetheless there still lurks in
either interpretation the same goal of making the rich and powerful better
off than they were before both views the cynical and the subtle have
answers for everything
it is difficult to deny that some beliefs and practices do stem from
royal preoccupations but it is unclear whether religion can be reduced to
an instrument for purely social needs such explanation can in the worst
cases adopt the tone of ofprecious
precious little stories that drip with cross cultural
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condescension according to these theories the content and overall conception ofthe
odthe
of the sacred is unimportant and extraneous to its core social functions
As scholars we are professionally enjoined from lobbing
bobbing personal
remarks in the spirit ofthis
orthis
of this postmodern age which addresses both human
motive and historical situation let me do so anyway A survey of scholars
promoting these negative views of religion would show I1 strongly suspect
a total agnosticism leading them for reasons of private disposition to
discredit revealed religion as the great anthropologist and devout
roman catholic evans pritchard suggested almost fifty years ago 17 religion has no power for such people and they must explain its appeal to
others in purely pragmatic or instrumental terms
radamar might say that these scholars have injected
in this instance gadamar
their own mind set but to a naive and unreflective degree their academic
readership which generally esteems the ideas ofthe
odthe
the agnostic scholars is not
of
about to question their underlying premises yet gadamers
Ga
damers hermeneutic
circle is in their hands unacknowledged but very much present
ofview
of view strongly attracts some archaeologists whose
the agnostic point ofviey
subjects are long dead archaeologists cannot easily exhume religious sentiment or holy passion ethnographers who work with living peoples and
who see in the maya region daily acts of devotion know far better
religion for the classic maya must be understood then in a way that
explains why it mattered so much to them rather than focus on the supposed consequences of the maya religion the mistake of the school of
suspicion we should focus on the subjective feelings of the faithful did
religion among the classic maya reduce feelings of chaos helplessness
and personal isolation did it in short give meaning to life and guide
relations with other people regardless of status or class we can presume
that it did or religious devotion would not have had its tenacious purchase on the maya
A method of approaching religious devotion more systematically is to
adopt a theological perspective18
perspective18 that allows us to look at the classic maya
according to a formalized body of ideas that tell us about human relationships to divinity and the supernatural theology concerns subtle but grand
and comprehensive premises that organize belief there is as we shall see
evidence that many ofthese
of these ideas were held by the maya people collectively
but always in local ways that expressed local needs

classic maya religion

there

is no evidence in the classic maya belief system

of unifying
orthodoxy or coherent creeds the classic maya did not apparently have
ecclesiastical authorities to enforce such matters across the maya lowlands
however there may have been cult or oracle centers in caves that attracted
11 yet
6 19
pilgrims from long distances across political boundaries plate 61
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there is a remarkable commonality of underlying concepts in a deeply
insightful essay anthropologist john monaghan has itemized major
themes that exist to this day among native groups in mexico belize and
guatemala 2monaghan
monaghan s evidence is largely ethnographic and his themes
exist among other groups as well as the maya but some of the themes advanced by monaghan and others reveal much of interest as they relate to
the classic maya
monism and its implications chief among the themes is what might
bellef that a single divine principle
belief
be called monism monism involves the beliefthat
suffuses the universe 21 imagine a world where something like a stone or a
hill may be as alive as a human being or where the carved image of a god
may in fact be that god plate 7 the world of hard substance that we take
for granted in assumed dualistic separation of the spiritual and the material between what is alive and animate and what is not seems invalid for
native americans in this region 22 among the classic maya this concept
expresses itself abundantly images of hills wits sprout eyes carved altars
have mouths and noses fig 4 buildings need to be fed and doorways
speak quite literally as mouths 23
in this belief system whatever essence makes an individual or deity distinct can extend to depictions of that being a portrait would be more than

from drawing by david stuart david stuart the
hills are alive sacred mountains in the maya cosmos symbols spring 19971
1997 fig 5

fig

4 hieroglyph for wits
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just a representation as we understand it the eyes look fine but the nose
well it just isnt right in classic maya art the representation whether of
king or captive is not as the greeks might see it a counterfeit of reality 24
rather it forms part of that reality and shares in the identity of the thing it
pictures for the maya a portrait captures part of the soul essence of the
person being shown so the sculptures in the great plaza of a maya city do
not stand silently As parts of the king they still dance or pose in glorious
splendor awaiting worshipful attendance from vanished subjects plate 9
more strangely to ancient maya mentalities the hieroglyphs
hieroglyphy truly
speak plate 8 As a sculpture shares in the identity of the king so do the
glyphis which reverberate with phrases offmaya lips to maya eyes the glyphs
glyphis
glyphs
glyphis crackle with the audible power of
exist physically to maya ears the glyphs
royal rhetoric 25 the result is a distinct perception or experience ofthe
odthe
of the world
as a place with multiple manifestations of the divine
gods holiness and local religion this sense of general vitality of
animate energy in hieroglyphic texts that both depict speech and are
speech takes us only so far two concepts prevent us from viewing monistic energy as so much white noise the life spirit extended every which
way without individual identities or specific instantiations first for the
classic maya this vitality never seems to have existed on its own floating
about like so much cosmic smog it had to have a material manifestation in
specific things beings or tangible forces second they clearly conceived of
holiness as a pure distillation of that spirit that did not pertain to everyone
or everything but only to two kinds of beings gods and royalty
individualized gods were known to the classic maya as kuh fig 5
the very term for such beings reflects an archaic label from earlier stages
of their language two kinds of gods existed or to put this more accurately two dimensions of gods there were major gods often expressing
natural forces such as rain or the
sun fig 6 these beings rejoiced
in names like chaab
chaak kawiil
Ka wiil
kinich ajaw
aiaw
aias and ik kuh and
0
represented primordial forces and
creative agencies in themselves
they can be traced to the earliest
periods of maya civilization well
before the time of christ fig 7
their actions and properties told
as stories often narrated on scenes
why
from maya
ceramics explain
i r
J
i
7
for kr uh godj rfrom
pig 5 hieroglyph
fig
the world is as it is
id stuart
ddid
avid
dr
drawing
ing by D
dring

0

0

r
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fig

kawnl
kawal
the major god kawiil

as spirit companion photograph
maya
justin kerr file no 105164 dorle
themaya
dorie
done reents budet painting the
themata
universe royal ceramics of the classic period durham NC
NC
duke university press 19941107
1994 107
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late preclassic depiction of maya rain god chank hapa stela 1i
archaeological
Archae logical foundation
new world archaelogical
drawing byayax moreno courtesy newworld
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also we have recently learned of a plurality of other gods usually of a
localized sort they remain in shadow and mystery but do play a role
these local gods lived tangibly among the maya their carvings recall that
images were living things to the maya occupied temples where they
could be entreated and even bullied the local city based deities seem to
have been aspects of major gods lodged in particular places to suit local
needs more to the point these tutelary gods were tended carefully by
rulers who served as intermediaries between their subjects and these almost
tribal deities in a few instances the relationships between ruler and god
seem entirely personal that is the gods pertain only to one ruler and are
enthroned at the same time he is
the parallels between mayan gods and those of some other ancient
religions particularly of ancient greece are striking zeus could for examof guises and cults to certain gods could be introple adopt a near infinity ofguises
duced and extinguished as a city changed 26 we see a similar pattern in
classic maya cities like palenque mexico where cults dedicated to certain
gods sprang suddenly into existence either as local theological innovations
or as borrowings from elsewhere the paradox here is that in their identities gods could be multiplied subdivided regrouped they could reside
simultaneously now and in the deep past at this city and yet at another
indeed the unresolvable paradoxes and ambiguities are what partly give
power and mystery to the system as in the question of the trinity for some
21 more than a
christians 27
hint of secrets unfold just beyond yet irremovably distant from human grasp monism or a general monistic orientation
implies a vast arena that outstrips our capacity to see at one time its immensity and its majesty
odthe
of the rulers is complex 1I ve portrayed them as intermediaries
the role ofthe
and caretakers finding no evidence that they were regarded as gods themselves rather rulers were labeled k kuhui
uhul godly or holy sacred as priests
bhul
might be sacred when they came to the throne they were figuratively
vahl aj
wrapped kahi
kahl
kuhl
kuhi
kahl
af much like a sacred bundle might be in native north
america or in community rituals of modern maya 28 in hieroglyphic texts
kings are described in almost godly detachment to a very curious extent
they seldom do much of anything but instead supervise oversee and occasio nally dance an ancient american form of prayer and stylized ritual
sionally
movement like maya gods it is their mere presence that is important
not so much their overt activity
rulers could absorb divinity in only one way through wearing god
masks they impersonated deities an action with some ofthe
odthe
the same overtones
of
as the sacred kachina dances of pueblos in arizona and new mexico such
masks devised of thin fabric soaked in clay and painted have been found
recently in a palace at the site ofaguateca guatemala 29 imagine the awesome
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quality of these solemn impersonations rulers would ascend into temples
and palaces to descend as gods that proclaim dance and palpably come to
life in fulfillment ofthe
odthe
the special bond between the people and their gods it is
of
well to remember that theater in much of the ancient world especially in
greece had sacred components 30 the performance not only entertained
the divine since the perforbut also inspired wonder before the presence ofthe
odthe
of
mance literally functioned as an act and mystery of creation
covenants and community we have established then that the classic maya interacted with gods who were not abstract but tangible beings
however these gods were not exactly supernatural at least not in our sense
of that word to the maya godly nature combined a material presence with
powers beyond human capability if not beyond human control it seems
that the gods of the classic maya were at once revered and confined they
history came from
were beings who at some point in maya conceptions of ofbistory
other locations perhaps remote mountain homes where cults now operate
among modern maya 31
after being lured and captured in this fashion the gods were
housed under the care of particular dynasties monaghan discusses one
effi gies stand in
indigenous community where uncooperative gods whose effigies
churches were hung upside down or placed in the sun until they decided
1132
32
to play ball 7132
he argues persuasively that gods were not above humans
but were directly involved in a single moral community as members of
the same civic society 33
both humans and gods held responsibility for maintaining order and
balance chaos the opposite of order led to illness either social or personal acts of both gods and humans were not so much concerned with
personal salvation or the attainment of some exquisite level of heaven as
they were with the here and now 334 these arrangements can be understood
in terms of a covenant a binding agreement or pledge undertaken in the
remote past and renewed continually As part of this covenant humans
received most strikingly physical life and physical form in the maya
region and neighboring zones humans were thought to be fashioned by
gods from corn dough after earlier botched experiments with mud and
sticks the willowy beautiful and succulent maize god was the primordial
planting growth and consumphuman fig 8 plate 5 this god s cycle of ofplanting
tion as a foodstuff was the story of humans a hopeful narrative of the
human cycle ideally suited to agriculturalists
but herein also lay a sinister consequence who would eat the men of
corn the earth and indirectly the gods consumed bodies laid to rest to
pay their body debt humans had to feed the gods with other foods they
had to nourish them with incense smoke praise blood and for the classic maya high ranking captives the debt had to be paid eventually and in
11
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full but it could be deferred through exchanges or sacrificial payments
ex the
karl taube has identified the sacrificial payment by the maya word k ex
which is that which allowed the infant to survive and grow to adultfirst of ofwhich
15
hood 35
birth and moments of illness were dangerous and threatening of
established order it took the clever and ritually adept priest shaman or
ail
all
midwife to intervene and postpone the devastating payment required ofall
of ali
cfall
human beings
postponement could be accomplished through maya medicine as
practiced in the royal sweat baths that we are now excavating at the classic
city of piedras negras
degras guatemala the sweat baths were considered to rectify dangerous imbalances in the human body taube makes a good case
that other practices of deferral involved some trickery for the gods could
be inattentive and strange to say somewhat unintelligent this kex represents what anthropologists call reciprocity namely parts given in joint
exchange in a way it placed humans and gods within a web of mutual
explicitly developed expectations the gods had mighty powers but so too
in quiet sly ways did humans
1I believe the tribute economy of the classic maya in which cotton
robes and great bags of ofchocolate
chocolate beans flowed to kings from their subjects
followed the same notions of
ofcovenantal
covenantal sacrifice there are some images
that show captives being given to lords perhaps for eventual dedication to
the gods table plate 10
lo morality was respect for one s obligations according to the covenants that interlaced the classic community of humans
and gods this fundamentally is what separated men and beasts the
classic maya lived within a moral ecology that rested on order and the dutiful if negotiated recycling of the human body
before leaving this topic let me explode the myth ofthe
odthe
of the unremittingly
violent maya for many years the classic maya were regarded as peaceful
and time worshiping a view replaced more recently by their characterization as incessantly brutal much diverted by bloodletting and hideous tortures of war captives 36 there is truth to these accounts and the general
public seems to love this image of ofbenighted
benighted savages yet this violent image
has also become a caricature that fails in two ways to do justice to the ancient maya first it provides no context for such sacrifices as acts of vex
kex
exchange second it is not at all clear the classic maya needed to do much
ver
vet
actual bloodletting if substitutes ket
ker are possible and if the representation of something is potentially like the original it depicts then real blood
would be superfluous red paint and incense the blood of trees could
do in a pinch as they do in some rituals of modern ethnographic maya 37

the end of the classic maya civilization
it is interesting to speculate whether the maya had crises of belief
it would be odd even inhuman if they did not 1I see the end of classic
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maim
the malm
malze god photograph
maize

justin kerr file no k1185
dorie reents budet
done
kn85 dorle
painting the maya universe royal ceramics of the classic period durham NC duke
university press 19941
1994 catalog 4

fig

8

civilization rather differently from some colleagues to many it is a time of
drought political instability explosive and destructive population growth
and environmental destruction 38 those things probably happened most
readers will have heard ofthe
odthe
of the famed maya collapse when cities crumbled
and populations disappeared never to return but if the sacred and the
profane were so tightly intertwined among the maya if covenantial
covenant ial exchange solidified and bound their society surely one cannot ignore this
singular event as a crisis of faith why feed and sustain local gods who do
not keep their promises why support kings who listen to useless deities
offerding
feeding gods in exchange
the mechanistic practices 1I have described of offeeding
for assistance and for life itself hinge on notions of quid pro quo the failure
of some gods to keep promises could lead to relations with new more helpali covenants faltered the modern materialist scholars
ail
ful gods but what cfall
ifall
if all
focusing only on food and politics have prevented us from comprehending
the absolute moral disaster of the maya collapse there are clues that the
maya ritualists
ritua lists tried to remedy whatever plagues were affecting their cities
some of the latest sculptures display scenes with deities floating in clouds
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above rulers 1I believe these monuments show rainmaking
rain making the accompanying inscriptions refer explicitly to watering y ati ih by gods it is temptspeculative to link such rituals with the droughts or water needs that
ing if ifspeculative
may have contributed to the collapse of the civilization 39

conclusion

this short paper has not discussed many aspects of the classic maya
civilization including the immensely complex maya notion of multiple
souls some of which roamed at night or maya beliefs about death and its
ofshamanism an ecstatic
aftermath 040 deliberately omitted was any review of shamanism
individualized communion with the supernatural this topic is mired in
controversy not least because it is unclear whether any high ranking priest
or divine king could truly be called a shaman as anthropologists understate or prestate religious practice 41
ofnonstate
nonstate
non
stand this feature of
constate
what is clear is that in the study of the classic maya there remains so
much to do and so few people to undertake these exciting encounters with
the past intellectually the study of a people s faith forces us to engage a
foreign theology in ways that modify and transform our own words and
thoughts in essence the search for what humans do and do not share is
both the challenge and the reward of anthropology it enlarges us it makes
our souls our beings bigger than they were and it allows us to understand in respectful ways the religious quest of humanity regardless of
place time or setting
O

stephen D houston is university professor of anthropology at brigham young
university an earlier version of this paper was given as a forum assembly address at
BYU on january 26
1999 john welch provided encouragement and helpful editorial
261999
advice in its initial stages the paper was also improved by comments from john clark
john hawkins john monaghan and john robertson nancy dayton houston and karl
taube
taub contributed useful advice making this a better essay

recent work on evolutionary psychology emphasizes the origins of religion as
part of a profound shift in human cognitive processing from about sixty thousand to
thirty thousand years before the present see steven mithen the prehistory orthe
of the mind
the cognitive origins of art religion and science london thames and hudson
1996 i62164
64 67175 76 at root here is a new suddenly acquired capacity for estab1996162
ii

lishing and manipulating symbols and for developing an ability to perceive metaphorical links between different domains of ofthought
thought this cognitive fluidity is for mithen
the feature that fundamentally separates modern humans from neanderthals and other
archaic members of the genus homo As a species we are neurologically disposed to
religious experience mithen sees religion itself as three things a belief in nonphysical beings that can survive death or transcend the human body an affirmation offitual
of ritual
offi
tuai
tual
as a means to effect change and an assertion of reciprocal communication between
humans and supernatural agencies for similar views see pascal boyer the naturalness
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ofreligion berkeley university of california
theory of religion
press 1997 and pascal boyer cognitive constraints on cultural representations
Onto logies and religious ideas in mapping the mind domain specificity in
natural ontologies
cognition and culture ed L A hirschfeld and S A gelman cambridge cambridge
university press 1994 391 411
2 my remarks result from a forum not a devotional I1 am not a member of the
hag
haw been blessed to teach at
church of jesus christ of latter day saints although 1I have
brigham young university and to benefit from its many freedoms for this reason 1I
have refrained from addressing current theories relating the book of mormon to
ancient america that enterprise 1I leave to readers individually as a matter of faith and
personal inquiry for LDS views see especially the works of john L sorenson such as
mesoamencan
american record in book ofmormon
mesoamerican
the book of mormon as a Meso
of mormon authorship
revisited the evidence for ancient origins ed noel B reynolds provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1997 391 521 fuller arguments
mormon salt
setting tor
appear in john L sorenson an ancient american settingfor
for the book of
ofmormon
lake city deseret book provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon
studies 985m guatemala
3 kay warren tabulates a population of at least 3000000 speakers in
in
alone kay warren indigenous movements and their critics pan maya activism in
prmceton university press 1998 8 see also nora england
guatemala pnnceton
princeton princeton
may an cultural activism
the role of language standardization in revitalization in mayan
in guatemala ed edward fischer and R mckenna brown austin university of
in
texas press 1996 178 94 other estimates courtesy of john monaghan include
peche quintana roo and yucatan 120000 speakers of
campeche
campiche
750000 yucatec maya in Cam
huastec a mayan outlier in mexico 840000 maya in the mexican state of chiapas
evl
and under 50000 in
m belize honduras and el salvador seem no longer to have any evi
evidence of maya speech such numbers are likely to be unreliable since tallies of native
speakers inherently serve political purposes cultural activists who are increasingly
vocal in guatemala and in foreign academic circles naturally wish for high numbers
these figures lend support to claims for national attention their antagonists the cultural assimilationists either ignore high tallies or argue for lower estimates
itsal is one such language now spoken by less than a hundred older adults in
4 itsaj
peten guatemala charles andrew hofling itza maya texts with a grammatical
overview salt lake city university of utah press 1991 1i activists put this number as
high as three thousand a highly improbable figure warren indigenous movements and
their critics 16
5 robertsons earlier research on common mayan offers a rigorous and indispensable
pen sable foundation for such comparative studies see john S robertson the history
tenseaspectmoodvoice in
of tenselaspectmoodvoice
in the mayan verbal complex austin university of texas

religious ideas A cognitive
of ofreligious

press 1992
ahistorical or fossilized non westerners see
of views on ahistoncal
for a withering critique ofviews
sally price primitive art in
in civilized places chicago university of chicago press 1989
7 testimonies of this period may be found in robert carmack ed harvest of
violence the maya indians and the guatemalan crisis norman university of oklahoma press 988
1988 there seems little doubt that the guatemalan army and its support6

ers generated much of this violence although the guerrillas too engaged in massacres
and brutality recent research by david stoll on the life of nobel laureate rigoberta
menchal
menchu
menchil has questioned the myths of the left as well as the right in their struggle for the
guatemalan soul see david stoll rigoberta denchu
menchu
menchti and the story of all poor
guatemalans
Westview 1999
ns boulder colo westview
Guatemala
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and

8 A large selection of this research may be consulted in W K howell D ranae
E copeland papers of the new world archaeological foundation provo utah

new world archaeological foundation brigham young university 1959 95
maya code london thames and hudson 1992
themaya
9 michael D coe breaking the
themata
10 stephen houston john robertson and david stuart the language of the
io
classic maya current anthropology forthcoming
11
ii an excellent review of these ideas may be found in robert W preucel the
archaeologies multiple
postprocessual
Post
philosophy of archaeology in processual and processual
ways omm
offhowing
howing the past ed robert W preucel carbondale center for archaeologof knowing
off
ical investigations southern illinois university 1991 179
17 29
9 Ga damers contributions
gadamer
Ga damer in the return of grand
are discussed in william outhwaite hansgeorg
hans georg gademer
theory in the human sciences ed quentin skinner cambridge cambridge university
press

1985

21 39

john monaghan theology and history in the study of mesoamerican
Meso american relimiddie american indians supplement 6 ethnography ed john
gions in handbook ofmiddle
of middle
monaghan austin university of texas press 62 63
13 in the last twenty years some archaeologists have advocated a new kind of
interpretive archaeology termed cognitive processual archaeology A colin renfrew
towards a cognitive archaeology in the ancient mind elements of cognitive
archaeology ed A colin renfrew and ezra zubrow cambridge cambridge university press 1994 3 12 aside from the jargon and disciplinary posturing it is hard to
understand how this approach differs greatly from traditional concerns with concepts
american studies influential scholars who have published on
and theologies in Meso
mesoamerican
cognitive archaeology often acknowledge the power of thought and belief yet they
also remark on the laziness and charlatanism of those who study such matters
without also undertaking tedious and time consuming and strenuous surveys and
excavations kent flannery and joyce marcus cognitive archaeology in contemporary archaeology in theory ed robert preucel and ian
lan hodder oxford blackwell
1996 361 presumably if I1 understand the logic hard work of the brain must for full
moral effect be accompanied by sweat of the body
14 joyce marcus and kent V flannery zapotec civilization how urban society
evolved in mexicos
Mexi cos oaxaca valley london thames and hudson 1996
medicos
14 22
199614
Meso american writing systems propaganda myth and history
15 joyce marcus mesoamerican
in four ancient civilizations princeton princeton university press 1992 10
io 12 437
elizabeth brumfiel huitzilopochtlis conquest aztec ideology in the archaeological
record cambridge archaeological journal 8 april 1998 3 13
16 louis Alt
husser ideology and ideological state apparatuses in lenin and phialthueser
althusser
new york monthly review ig7l127
losophy
losophyand
and otheressays
other essays trans ben brewster newyork
othet
1971 127 86
evanss pritchard still has the power to delight and instruct
17 this essay by E E E
see E E evans pritchard essays in social anthropology new york free press 1962 35
18 monaghan
Meso american
ericad
erican religions 50
of mesoamerican
study ofmeso
19 andrea J stone images from the underworld naj tunich and the tradition of
maya cave painting austin university of texas press 1995 712
i2
7 ia
mesoamerican
american religions 62 63
20 monaghan study of Meso
azteca san jose studies 5 1979
21 Jf jorge klor de alva
christianity and the aztecs
6 21 louise M burkhart the slippery earth nahua christian moral dialogue in
sixteenth century mexico tucson university of arizona press 1989 36 37 monism
plays a strong role in the thought of among others benedict spinoza it is quite wrong
to think of spinoza as commenting on pre columbian thought since he knew nothing
about it nevertheless his philosophizing provides an orientation for spinoza there
12
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was only one comprehensive substance which he called nature or god
mind
and spirit indissoluble from body possessed of an infinite number of attributes the
greatest knowledge of god in spinoza s special sense of the creator would come
sci
iva a union in fact eternally present but
scientia
entia intuit
from union with his essence sciential
intuitiva
intuitive
only intermittently understood by meager human perception jonathan bennett
Spin ozas metaphysics in the cambridge companion to spinoza ed don garrett
spinozas
cambridge cambridge university press 1996 61 88 one suspects that spinoza s
global izing and universalizing notions reflect his early years as an observant jew
globalizing
imbued with monotheism see also david loy nonduality A study in comparative
philosophy new haven yale university press 1988136
1988 136 john monaghan points out to
totalizing
me that a term more appropriate than monism with its total
izing properties might be
Meso americans frequently subdivided unities into dualistic or multi
monistic since mesoamericans
plastic
plistic parts john monaghan conversation with author december 1998
22 the term animism might be applied to such notions but for the problem of its
edward tylor 1832 1917 who
use in anthropology animism springs from the work of ofedward
saw it simply as a belief in souls and spirits see brian morris anthropological studies of
religion an introductory text cambridge cambridge university press 1987 100
loo for
tylor monotheism was also a form of animism as indeed were all religions freud
regarded animism less as a common denominator of religious concepts than as a precursor to religion and science in that order sigmund freud totem and taboo resemblances between the psychic lives of savages and neurotics harmondsworth penguin
books 1938144
1938 144 such evolutionary baggage makes it best to avoid the term altogether
23

david stuart

the hills are alive sacred mountains in the maya cosmos
the fire enters his house architecture
13 17 david stuart

symbols spring 1997
architect
Architec
and ritual in classic maya texts in function and meaning in classic maya architec
ture ed stephen D houston washington DC dumbarton oaks 1998 373 425
personhood
Per
sonhood and
24 stephen houston and david stuart the ancient maya self parsonhood
portraiture in the classic period RES anthropology and aesthetics 33 1988 73 101
loi
25 stephen houston and karl taube an archaeology of the senses perceptual
psychology in classic maya art writing and architecture cambridge archaeological

journal forthcoming
26 louise B zaidman and pauline S pantel religion in the ancient greek city
212 13
trans paul cartledge cambridge cambridge university press 1992177
1992 177 78 21
2113
27 gilbert lewis day of shining red an essay on understanding ritual cam
bridge cambridge university press 1988 30 31
28 stephen houston and david stuart ofgods
glyphs and kings divinity and
of gods glyphis
rulership among the classic maya antiquity 70 june 1996 289 312 david stuart
represents
representa
presenta
kings of stone A consideration of stelae in ancient maya ritual and Re
tion RES anthropology and aesthetics 2930
29 30 1996 148 71 david stuart accession
mesoamerican
american cultures ed david carrasco oxford
rites in oxford encyclopedia ofmesoamerican
of Meso
oxford university press in press
dom6sticos
os en el
grupas domesticos
Triadan estudio de los grupos
domestic
29 takeshi inomata and daniela triadan
posio de investiga
simposio
sitio glasico
Agu ateca peten paper presented at the XII Sim
clasico de aguateca
clones arqueol6gicas
arqueologicas en guatemala guatemala city july 1998
of athenian
30 W R connor city dionysia and athenian democracy in aspects ofathenian
Tuscul anum 1990 7 32
democracy ed J rufus fears copenhagen museum tusculanum
31 richard wilson maya resurgence in guatemala qeqchi experiences norman university of oklahoma press 1995
1 61
995 5561
wiht author 1995
3 2 john monaghan conversation liht
mesoamerican
american religions 65
study of Meso
33 monaghan
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santas in
in rural tlaxcala A syncretic expressive and sym
hugo nutini todos santos
bolic
analysis odthe
bolicanalysis
of the dead princeton princeton university press 1988 52 53
of the cult orthe
ofthe
kari A taube the birth vase natal imagery in ancient maya myth and ritkarl
karia
35 karla
maya vases ed justin
ual in the maya vase book A corpus of
rollout photographs of
ofmaya
ofrollout
kerr 5 vols new york kerr associates 1994 4652
4 652 85
ofkings
oskings
kings dynasty and ritual in
36 linda schele and mary miller the blood of
in maya
art fort worth kimbell art museum 1986
37 R jon mcgee life ritual and religion among the La candon maya belmont
calif wadsworth 1990
38 T patrick culbert the collapse of classic maya civilization in the collapse
of ancient states and civilizations ed norman yoffee and george L cowgill tucson
ofancient
101
arizona press 1988 69 iol
university of ofarizona
lol
loi
deli jason H curtis and mark brenner possible role of climate
deil
ho dell
39 david A hodell
in the collapse of classic maya civilization nature 375 june 1995 391 94
decipher ments of a term for an aspect of the soul see stephen houston
40 for decipherments
and david stuart the way glyph evidence for co essences among the classic
maya research reports on ancient maya writing 30 washington D
DCC center
for maya research 1989 also nikolai grube and werner nahm A census ofxibalba
A complete inventory of way characters on maya ceramics in the maya vase book A
corpus of
maya vases ed justin kerr 5 vols new york kerr
rollout photographs ofmaya
of mayu
ofrollout
34

associates 1994 4686
4 686 715
anist perspective see david freidel linda schele and joy parker
mayamst
mayanist
41 for a May
seamans
maya cosmos three thousand years on the Sh
amans path new york william morshamans
row 1993 more subtle historical views may be found in nicholas thomas and caroline humphrey eds shamanism history and the state ann arbor university of
michigan press 1994
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reconstruction of the city center of tikal as it would look around AADD 700 note the

center s immense size
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pyraodthe
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of the magician
1 trees now
U
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cover most of the
original urban area
which was home to
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temple i at tikal in high temples such as this the classic maya worshiped their gods
and burned incense to their ancestors
PLATE 4
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in this image on his tomb cover pakal the great represents a new-

maize god sprouting from the underworld
born malze
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worldview the soul essence
bas relief sculptures in a courtyard at palenque in the maya worldview
of each of these individuals has migrated to these portraits the maya did not distinguish as we
do between the animate and the inanimate between people and their representations
PLATE 9

maya nobles and their captives from a neighboring city as painted in a mural at
A D 800 the captives likely became slaves or were used in a sacrifiBonam pak chiapas around AD
bonampak
cial kew
ex exchange where their bodies substituted for those oftheir
kkex
of their victors as payment to the gods
copy of A tejeda version of bonampak
Bonam pak mural in INAH regional museum tuxtla guitierrez
chiapas mexico
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